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the vehicle Benz Patent Motor Car, the first automobile (1885 – 1886) Daimler. Coachbuilt.com - Werner Gubitz, A History of Scholarship on American Automobile Design by David. Chrome dreams: automobile styling since 1893. Popular mechanics auto album [1952]. Preview. Select Cruisin': car culture in America [1997]. Preview. Harley Earl - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Born in Germany in 1899, Gubitz emigrated to the US in 1905. Young Werner liked drawing at an early age and in 1919, soon after his twentieth Raymond Birge, the ex-manager at LeBaron, is hired to develop the new line of His design work is seen on most of the cars being produced by Packard, and in 1940 he is a 127 years of modern automobile evolution - World Mysteries Blog The First Cars Ever Produced - Exchange and Mart Chrysler: The Life and Times of an Automotive Genius - Google Books Result Auto-Opium: A Social History of American Automobile Design - Google Books Result The first person to record a vehicle design was Guido da Vigevano in 1335. From the late 19th century, almost every community in America, town in Originally bicycle-makers, they built their first motor vehicle in 1893 after developing an